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Bordeaux or burgundy. Whatever the name, the truth is that this colour has the power to 
evoke a range of emotions and sensations such as sensuality, luxury and even daring. 
When used in interiors, it can easily become too dominant in ambiences and end up 
overloading them, which makes it necessary to think the project with extreme care in 
order to create a balanced and comfortable atmosphere. This means, among other 
things, making a surgical choice of materials, the style of furniture and decorative pieces, 
not forgetting factors such as lighting and the style of the space itself.

Today, we show you some proposals from Farimovel Furniture that have bordeaux as the 
highlight colour. The images belong to the FRAME collection that offers numerous options 
and is embodied in semi-industrialized manufactured products and in appealing and 
diverse solutions that can be incorporated into any type of space. It is a complete 
furniture line, with a markedly minimalist slant.

ELEGANCE AND COMFORT
OF BORDEAUX IN  AN

AUTUMN DECORATION

FRAME COLLECTION



Bordeaux and light furniture
Let's start with the proposal for a modern living room where bordeaux is combined with 
light furniture pieces that sweeten the impacting presence that this colour has, even if it is 
only reserved for the walls on one side of the room. The furniture is made of ash wood, a 
noble material, light and much appreciated for its hardness and density. The furniture 
stands out for its clean and minimalist aesthetics, which is the basis of a decoration 
whose lightness improves the spatial perception of the room. The mirror is an equally 
important piece for the way it distributes the light and gives dimension to the room. Note, 
also, for the border of the TV set connecting it to the wall! It's really in the details that lies 
the beauty of an interior design project.
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Bordeaux in the Dining Room
There are several studies that show the power that colours have on our state of mind and 
that's why there are more and less recommendable colours for each room. In bedrooms, 
for example, colours that are too stimulating tend to be avoided in favour of light and 
serene tones, since it is a space for resting. Obviously, these rules are relative and there are 
a number of factors that may influence a choice otherwise. Even so, it is consensual that 
bordeaux is a good colour for the dining area, perhaps for the intimate atmosphere that it 
is capable of creating and that, in this division - of socialising par excellence - makes all the 
sense. Being a more classic colour, it is opportune to combine it or apply it to more modern 
pieces that will loosen its weight. Glass, mirrored surfaces, light wood and metallic finishes 
are some of the choices that harmonise with the colour wine. And since the motto here is 
sumptuousness, let's not forget to enhance the decoration of the dining room with a 
beautiful lamp that makes a focal point in the space.



Bordeaux in the Bedroom
A room in bordeaux is a warm embrace waiting for us every day. The cosiness that this 
colour can provide is very special. Here, the richness of the colour overflows from the bed 
to the blanket and to the quilted walls in what is an extremely inviting and propitious 
atmosphere for resting. And if in the living rooms we saw the lighter ash wood, here we 
see darker woods in an assumption of the more classic side that this colour has. However, 
the essentially modern lines were kept with some more elaborate details such as the 
ribbed headboard - between you and me, how comfortable does this bed look?
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Bordeaux at the entrance
The entrance is, as we know, the calling card of a house and should not be neglected 
from an aesthetic point of view. Surprise your guests by painting the entrance with an 
unexpected colour like bordeaux. The impact of colour will be immediate. For this space, 
we suggest the FRAME line consoles whose modern design and unexpected details - such 
as the horizontal metal leg, which slightly deconstructs the traditional image of the console 
- will create a statement in the space.





"Our home is our safe 
haven. It is where we find 
our refuge and shelter and 
it is also where we share 
the best moments with our 
family and friends."
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Our home is our safe haven. It is where we find our refuge and shelter and where we share the best 
moments with our family and friends. At home, we are ourselves with all that this implies of good and 
not so good. Decorating a home is therefore no small matter. The ambience we inhabit is, in a way, 
our extension and should be decorated in a way that reflects our taste, personality and responds to 
our needs.

Gathering family and friends around a delicious meal is, without a doubt, one of life's pleasures. The 
Portuguese, who love good food and even better conviviality, understand this better than anyone. This 
dining room is perfect for that. The space stands out for the balance between noble and timeless 
materials, such as walnut and copper-tone metal, and colours, such as orange, which interact in a 
balanced and unique way, creating a sophisticated and contemporary atmosphere.

DINING ROOM
WITH NOBLE MATERIALS



A furniture bar is essential in a dining room. Besides being a decorative piece that makes the ambience more familiar, it 
is also a storage space where you can store not only the drinks but also some crockery and complement it with 
decorative pieces.

Note that the idea is not for the dining room to have a decoration that leaves you overwhelmed. Functionality, elegance 
and comfort should be maintained and that also means making thoughtful choices and keeping some balance in the 
set. A strong and striking decoration can also be achieved by using an unexpected colour, choosing an eye-catching 
design piece or choosing a fabric with an unusual pattern or colour for the chair upholstery. 

Orange chairs, a round table and a carpet with an organic pattern: three differentiating choices that define the refined 
and pleasant dining room designed by Farimovel Furniture. You can consider these options for your dining room if you 
feel it is too dull and banal. The chairs with a cheerful colour can completely change the atmosphere of the space, a 
good solution for a decoration with a more creative stamp.



SUPERENVIRONMENTS
BREATHTAKING OPEN SPACES

Open Space, is a word of English origin, which is familiar so in the Portuguese vocabulary and 
especially in the world of architecture, in fact is one of those words.

That's exactly what we're here to talk about in today's article, a house with open space, a concept 
that has been gaining more and more fame in the world of interior architecture. However, for those 
who are thinking of adopting this style, they may question themselves on several points: is it still a 
trend? Will my home stand out? Are there any negative points? Or are there other ways of achieving 
a modern interior?



Doesn't it always bring intimacy? There's always this big question around open space, but it's a 
situation that can be easily circumvented. You can have a totally open space, but with solutions that 
allow more privacy, even in a space with this philosophy. You can look for screens, sliding panels, 
room dividers, with the furniture, with curtains, look at this fantastic room, it can serve as future 
inspiration! 

We believe that open space will remain a trend in the world of interiors. 

In this super open space ambience we can perceive the harmony between the spaces, in a unique 
combination of raw materials used, where the tone of the wood is unified and the green runs through 
all spaces. This is a space that gives us comfort, peace and "warmth" for the coldest days that are 
coming.
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Who doesn't like wood in decoration? Especially in the bedroom, since this material is the 
king of warmth and comfort. A room made entirely of wood can really guarantee a cosy 
atmosphere, like this one where the ceiling, floor and walls are made of solid dark wood. 
But you have to remember that dark wood is best suited to spacious rooms. When 
combined with colourful details it can become a simple and beautiful refuge that can 
inspire rooms in country or city houses.



Spatial amplitude is one of the characteristics of this project in which the 
living room and dining room share the limelight. The living area is 
composed of a spectacular sofa in nude tones and a bookcase that can 
also serve as a support to the dining room. The generous amount of 
natural light that penetrates this space makes it even more interesting. 
The living room is simply charming... A real elegance! The pieces created by 
Farimovel Furniture present quality, but also an incredible design, where 
modernity and sophistication are mixed. The rectangular table presents a 
glass top and a totally irreverent metal foot. Irreverence that is also carried 
to the mix between chairs and armchairs, that even being very different 
make the ambience harmonious with a touch of sophistication.



DREAMS
Collection

With Dreams, you can dream and realize 
what once seemed so far away... Dreams, 
an incubator of dreams! The new concept 
of dreams. Modern, daring and innovative.
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The colours we choose for our homes have a lot of power when it comes to influencing our mood and state of 
mind and determining the type of atmosphere we can find in them: serene, optimistic, elegant, welcoming, 
relaxed, fresh, bright, urban, among others. Defining the chromatic palette is therefore no small matter. All colours 
should be properly analysed and placed side by side so that we can understand which ones will work 
together and which ones will match our style.
Today, it is to green that we dedicate this article, namely to olive green, a colour capable of elevating any 
space and lending ambiance tranquillity and sophistication. The faint, arboreal hue has an undeniable appeal 
that can both soften and give new energy to a space.
What's more, we're already in autumn, a season that invites the use of cosy colours that make cold days 
warmer and, in one way or another, remind us of the colours of nature, which is so beautiful at this time of 
year.
Come and see how to incorporate the colour olive green - and other shades of green such as sage green or 
moss green - into your home.

OLIVE GREEN
HOW TO INCORPORATE
GREEN IN  YOUR HOME!
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It is interesting to know the meaning of colours to understand how they can impact our state of mind when we 
apply them to our homes. Green is, by excellence, the colour we associate with nature. Considered the most 
restful colour for the eyes, green, in interior design, conveys calm, security and harmony. When it appears as the 
main colour in a space, it produces an infinite feeling of calm. Green also symbolises fertility and freshness and 
has the power to make people feel emotionally secure. It can be used in any room of the house, although you 
should pay attention to the tones because different shades can evoke totally different sensations. Dark green, 
for example, is more associated with ambition, envy and greed (perhaps because of the parallels drawn with 
money); water green, on the other hand, is more associated with protection and healing. Yellowish green can 
symbolise illness, discord and cowardice, but olive green is the traditional colour of peace. Other common 
associations of this versatile colour are luck, health and environmental awareness.

When you have a white or nude base, it's very easy to incorporate colour into the decoration through details 
such as cushions, pouffes, vases, lamps, among others. If you look at your space and feel it needs a breath of 
life and freshness, olive green is an excellent ally to give it a new look. Now in autumn, you can bet on cushions, 
pouffes, curtains, blankets, green bed textiles and with velvety textures, warm and pleasant to the touch or 
even in notes on the furniture.
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